Optically pumped vertical-external-cavity surface-emitting lasers (OP-VECSELs), passively modelocked with a semiconductor saturable absorber mirror (SESAM), have generated the highest average output power from any sub-picosecond semiconductor laser. Many applications, including frequency comb synthesis and coherent supercontinuum generation, require pulses in the sub-300-fs regime. A quantitative understanding of the pulse formation mechanism is required in order to reach this regime while maintaining stable, high-average-power performance. We present a numerical model with which we have obtained excellent quantitative agreement with two recent experiments in the femtosecond regime, and we have been able to correctly predict both the observed pulse duration and the output power for the first time. Our numerical model not only confirms the soliton-like pulse formation in the femtosecond regime, but also allows us to develop several clear guidelines to scale the performance toward shorter pulses and higher average output power. In particular, we show that a key VECSEL design parameter is a high gain saturation fluence. By optimizing this parameter, 200-fs pulses with an average output power of more than 1 W should be possible.
Introduction
Vertical-external-cavity surface-emitting lasers (VECSELs) [1] passively modelocked [2] with an intra-cavity semiconductor saturable absorber mirror (SESAM) [3] [4] [5] and Modelocked Integrated eXternal-cavity SurfaceEmitting Lasers (MIXSEL) [6, 7] benefit from the advantages of diode-pumped solid-state lasers (DPSSL), such as excellent beam quality and high-average output power at high repetition rates [2] and do not suffer from Q-switching instabilities [8] . The semiconductor gain chip enables bandgap engineering to provide a high degree of flexibility in the operation wavelength [9] . Modelocked VECSELs with high-Q cavities have been demonstrated, resulting in a low timing jitter noise [10, 11] , which is comparable to the noise performance of ion-doped solid-state lasers [12] . This makes them very interesting for optical communication [13] and frequency metrology applications [14, 15] . The possibility of developing high-average power frequency comb sources at GHz repetition rates enables a high power per comb line and an easier access to the individual comb lines. A frequency comb from a modelocked laser is typically stabilized with an f-to-2f interferometer [16] to detect and stabilize the frequency comb offset (i.e., carrierenvelope offset (CEO) frequency) and a simple cavity length adjustment to stabilize the frequency comb spacing (i.e., pulse repetition rate) [17] . For a self-referenced f-to-2f stabilization, a coherent octave-spanning supercontinuum is required which is typically generated in a nonlinear fiber. Work is in progress to relax the laser parameters for coherent supercontinuum generation. For example, in Ref. [14] , we demonstrated stable frequency comb generation starting from up to & 200 fs pulses from a diode-pumped Er:Yb:glass laser passively modelocked with a SESAM. Compared to fiber frequency combs, we obtained much better noise performance [15, 18] . More recently, we extended this work to gigahertz Yb-doped DPSSLs with femtosecond pulses at multi-watt average output power [19, 20] . So far, the best performance of picosecond and femtosecond VECSELs has been achieved with SESAM modelocking [2] . The SESAM can be integrated into the VECSEL structure, such that the gain layers and the saturable absorber layers are integrated into one single semiconductor chip, referred to as the MIXSEL structure [6] . To date, the highest average output power from a passively modelocked semiconductor laser has been obtained with such a MIXSEL generating up to 6.4 W with 28-ps pulses at a center wavelength of & 960 nm [21] . In 2011, the first femtosecond VECSEL was demonstrated using QD-VECSEL modelocked by a QD-SESAM [22] . Already in 2012, ultrafast VECSELs generated 5.1 W with 682-fs pulses [23] . In the sub-500-fs regime, 150 mW was obtained [22] . Even shorter pulse durations down to 107 fs with an average output power of 3 mW were demonstrated [24] in fundamental modelocking or down to 60 fs in a multipulsing mode [25] , showing the potential of this technology.
However, for stabilizing the frequency comb of a modelocked VECSEL, sub-300-fs pulses in combination with high-average output powers are important. A quantitative understanding of the pulse formation process is essential in order to identify and optimize the laser parameters, which currently limit high-power performance in the sub-300-fs regime. So far, most of the studies on the pulse formation of ultrafast VECSELs focused on the picosecond regime. In 2010, we verified our model of a soliton-like pulse shaping mechanism in this regime by comparing simulations to measurement results [26, 27] . Our numerical model describes the interplay of nonlinear phase shifts, induced by strong gain and absorber saturation, with positive intra-cavity group delay dispersion (GDD). In our simulation model, a pulse is represented by its complex envelope, and the pulse is iterated inside the cavity. Its strength is the direct connection to macroscopic measurable parameters such as modulation depth and saturation fluence. Previously, quantitative predictions of pulse formation and resulting pulse durations in the femtosecond region were not possible, because the most important experimental parameters (including the bandwidth and saturation fluence of the gain) were unknown. In very recent work, these parameters were accurately characterized [28] . By combining this information with the well-known parameters of the cavity and the saturable absorber [29, 30] , it is now possible to investigate the pulse formation mechanism in the femtosecond regime.
In this paper, we analyze in detail, both numerically and experimentally, femtosecond pulse formation in VECSELs. We identify the limiting parameters for pulse duration and pulse energy and develop guidelines for future high-power VECSELs operating with pulse durations of a few 100-fs. We show that GDD management is extremely important to achieve short pulses of a few 100-fs. Because of this strong influence of the GDD, we designed a quantum well SESAM (QW-SESAM) with fast recovery dynamics and a low-dispersion top coating similar to the ones we used for recent VECSEL designs [22, 31] . In combination with the same QD-VECSEL as used in [22] for the generation of 784-fs pulses, we were able to realize an intra-cavity dispersion of about 50 fs 2 which led to 364-fs pulses at an average output power of 70 mW. This result was obtained with a cavity geometry using the same mode size on the gain and the absorber, usually referred as ''1:1 modelocking'' [2] . This configuration is important because it paves the way toward an integrated MIXSEL design. We simulate this result with our model, showing an excellent quantitative agreement for the pulse duration, output power as well as spectral bandwidth. Furthermore, we verify our model by analyzing numerically a recently published femtosecond VECSEL, for which the repetition rate was tuned over a range from 6.5 to 11.3 GHz by just changing the cavity length [31] . Over the full range of energy changes (of about a factor of 2), we obtain an excellent agreement between theory and experiment.
With the experimental verification of our numerical model, we therefore have a simple but powerful tool to investigate further pulse shortening and power scaling techniques. To evaluate guidelines for future optimized VECSEL and SESAM designs, we investigate the impact of different parameters of the gain and the SESAM on the pulse duration as well as the output power. We show that especially the saturation fluence of the gain is an important key parameter to obtain shorter pulses combined with a high-average output power. Taking all those guidelines into account, our model predicts 200-fs pulses with an average output power of more than 1 W, which should be feasible to generate a coherent supercontinuum and to stabilize the frequency comb.
Numerical modeling of the pulse formation in SESAM-modelocked VECSELs
In this section, we develop the model, in particular showing how the evolution of the electric field in the laser cavity can be represented in terms of macroscopic and measurable parameters. This allows us to directly investigate the influence of these parameters on the pulse buildup with only a few assumptions, since most of the parameters are well known and can be easily measured [28] [29] [30] .
Numerical representation of the pulse
In our model, we use the slowly varying envelope approximation (SVEA) to represent the pulse of the electric field in the time domain:
where E(t) represents the temporal electric field adapted to have units ffiffiffiffi ffi W p
; PðtÞ the instantaneous power and x 0 the reference frequency, usually chosen to be close to the center frequency of the pulse. The pulse is represented within a temporal window T from [ -T/2, T/2), with the temporal resolution, denoted dt, given by the number of sampling points. The pulse is then propagated through the laser cavity by iterating over all of the intra-cavity elements, including the gain, saturable absorber, output coupler, etc. The effects of the different intra-cavity elements are applied on the pulse envelope by numerical operators, either in time or in frequency domain, whichever is more suitable. With fast Fourier transform (FFT) algorithm, the pulse envelope can be easily transformed between the time and the frequency domain. The FFT implies a spectral resolution of T -1 . As a guideline, the time resolution and the time window T are chosen in a way that the main part of the pulse envelope is sampled with at least 20 sampling points in both time and frequency domain. For more details on the numerical implementation, we refer to [26, 32] where the principles underlying of our model were first introduced and described. We implemented the model using the Python programming language and the numerical libraries NumPy and SciPy. The computation of the pulse formation in a given cavity usually takes less than a minute and can be done with a desktop computer. To investigate the influence of different parameters, as done in this paper, usually a huge number of single pulse formation simulations are needed. We use the pp (Parallel Python) package to run many simulations in parallel to decrease the calculation time.
A typical modelocked VECSEL cavity consists of an output coupler, a gain chip acting as a folding mirror, and a SESAM (see Fig. 1a ). In order to model these intracavity elements, it is necessary to take several effects into account. These effects are shown schematically in Fig. 1b and will be explained in detail in the following subsections.
Gain
The gain is implemented with three operators representing the effects of gain saturation, wavelength filtering, and noise (see Fig. 1b ).
Dynamic gain saturation [33] of a pulse is an important effect. Due to the short lifetime and the high gain cross section of the semiconductor gain, the gain is saturated strongly during the pulse, but also recovers rapidly compared to bulk solid-state lasers materials. This process is described by the differential equation relying on the rate equations of a two-level system [26, 34] :
ð2Þ
where E sat, g is the saturation energy, g(t) the power gain, g ss the small-signal gain (respectively, the unsaturated gain), s g the recovery time of the gain, and P(t) is the optical power of the pulse envelope inside the cavity. The first part of this differential equation describes the recovery of the gain, while the second part describes the gain saturation. Numerically, we determine the gain g(t), by solving Eq. 2, using the specified time window [-T/2, T/2], and the power P(t) of the pulse incident on the gain element. The saturation of the semiconductor gain material also implies a change of the real part of the refractive index due to the Kramers-Kronig relation. Therefore, an additional phase change is applied given by
where a g is the phenomenological linewidth enhancement factor (LEF) for the gain [35] . The spectral gain filter is implemented by a parabolic filter function, representing the curvature of the gain profile, and acts on the envelope of the pulse in the frequency domain. We use this approach because the curvature of the gain profile, and not the actual gain bandwidth, is the physical quantity responsible for filtering and stretching the pulse [36] . A parabolic gain filter corresponds to a squared parabola for gain profile measurements, which is an (a) (b) Fig. 1 a Typical modelocked VECSEL cavity showing the cavity elements and b its implementation in our numerical model: A pulse circulates in the cavity with all the effects of the cavity elements taken into account excellent agreement with our experimental data [28] (see Fig. 2a ). Since the amplification is already implemented in the saturation operator described above, this squared parabola is normalized (blue dashed). The final parabolic filter function is the square root of this normalized squared parabola since it is applied to the amplitude pulse envelope. Note that the effective FWHM of the filter function is much bigger than the FWHM of the gain profile. For example, a FWHM of 10 nm for the gain profile corresponds to about 50 nm FWHM of the parabolic filter function. These values are comparable to the ones measured in [36] , where they also used a parabolic approach for the filter function. For our structures, we measured 25-30 nm FWHM for the gain profile, which corresponds to larger values of the FWHM of the parabolic filter of more than 100 nm (see Fig. 2b ).
With the gain, also spontaneous emission is taken into account as noise by adding random complex amplitudes with a variance of r 2 = P noise / 2. We usually use noise floor powers up to 10 nW.
SESAM
The saturation effects of the saturable absorber, in our case a SESAM, are implemented with the same operator as the gain saturation. As a simple approximation, the small-signal gain gss, introduced in Eq. 2, can be replaced with ÀDR, where DR is the modulation depth of the SESAM. This results in the following differential equation similar to Eq. 2:
where E sat, a is the saturation energy of the absorber, s a the recovery time, and q(t) the power loss of the absorber. As shown in Fig. 3 , pump-probe measurements of the recovery dynamics of a SESAM show two clearly distinguishable recovery processes, which can be fitted well with a double exponential fit with two time constants [37] : This filter is derived from the squared parabola, matching the spectral gain measurements, which is then normalized. b The effective FWHM of the filter function is much bigger than the FWHM of the gain profile Fig. 3 Recombination of the SESAM is implemented in the model with two recombination times, which is in good agreement with pump-probe measurements. In comparison with only the fast recombination or the slow recombination time, which are not appropriate enough the time domain. Solving the saturation part first makes it possible to separate the recovery part of Eq. 4 and modify it to match the double exponential behavior (red line). We implemented this recovery behavior by splitting q(t) into two parts q slow (t) and q fast (t) with
This approach does not influence the saturation part of Eq. 4, which is solved first. However, the recovery part of Eq. 4 can be replaced by two different equations for q slow (t) and q fast (t):
Furthermore in a SESAM, the saturation implies a change on the real part of the refractive index due to the Kramers-Kronig relation. Therefore, an additional phase change given by Eq. 3 is applied with the corresponding LEF a a for the SESAM.
Group delay dispersion
Group delay dispersion (GDD) is important, since it can have a huge influence on the pulse duration. In our model, a wavelength-independent GDD value is applied to the pulse envelope in the frequency domain. Its phase shift is given by
where D is the dispersion coefficient, usually expressed in fs 2 and x 0 the reference frequency.
Additional operators
Internal losses, such as scattering, spontaneous emission as well as losses due to the output coupler and nonsaturable losses of the absorber are accounted for either in the time domain or in the frequency domain by simply adding a constant loss to the envelope. The SESAM absorbs the leading edge of the pulse, which results in a shift backward in time. This effect is stronger than the shift forward given by the gain saturation, where the leading edge of the pulse is amplified more than the trailing edge. To avoid the pulse running toward the end of its grid, a centering operator is applied every 10 roundtrips to center the pulse to t = 0.
Input parameters
Our model is strongly based on macroscopic, measurable input parameters. All used parameters are listed in Table 1 . The recovery dynamics as well as the saturation behavior of the SESAM are well known and can be measured in our laboratory [29, 30] . Cavity parameters are usually well known from the resonator design. We measured the GDD of our samples by white light interferometry [38, 39] ; however, measurements are limited by a measurement error of about ±100 fs 2 . We therefore calculated the GDD from the designs of the included low-dispersion multilayer semiconductor structures. With the recent characterization of our gain structures [28] , we now know the saturation fluence, the gain curvature (see Table 1 ), and the small-signal gain. These measurements have been done with pump intensities, which are similar to the pump intensities used in the femtosecond laser we model in Sect. 4. The gain recovery time is assumed to be in the nanosecond time range [40] .
If not explicitly mentioned differently, all further simulations in this paper are done with the parameters listed in Table 1 .
Simulations
The simulations are usually started from a 10 nW noise floor and are stopped if a stable solution is found as Beam radius r (lm) 120 120
Linewidth enhancement factor a 3 2
Small-signal gain g ss 5 -
FWHM gain bandwidth (nm) 26 - In this case, measurements of a VECSEL with QD layers and a SESAM with one single QW absorber are listed
Experimentally verified pulse formation model 137 illustrated in Fig. 4a . We define a pulse as stable if the pulse duration, the spectral width, the peak power, and the pulse energy are all varied by \0.5 % within the previous 3,000 roundtrips. The pulse in Fig. 4 is stable after about 10 4 roundtrips, which corresponds to about 3 l s in case of a 3.97 GHz laser. It is also possible to start the simulations with an initial sech 2 -pulse. This shortens the calculation time and delivers the same result as starting from noise. Figure 4b -e compares a simulation started from noise (red lines) to one started with an initial 1-ps soliton pulse (blue lines) regarding the pulse properties used for the stability criteria mentioned above. In comparison with the pulse initialized from a soliton, the noise-initialized pulse takes about 50 % more roundtrips until it is stable. Thus also, the computational effort is higher.
3 Modelocking mechanism in the femtosecond regime
The combination of saturable gain and saturable absorber leads to a soliton-like modelocking mechanism which was first introduced for SESAM-modelocked VECSELs in [26] . The dynamic behavior of the gain and the absorber leads to a total phase shift, which is similar, compared to the one induced by SPM in soliton modelocked ion-doped solidstate lasers [41, 42] , but with opposite sign. In soliton modelocking, the phase change induced by SPM can be balanced with negative GDD to obtain stable soliton pulses. In analogy, positive GDD is required to balance these phase shifts in ultrafast VECSELs to obtain stable modelocked operation with short pulses. This mechanism is called soliton-like modelocking and was experimentally verified in the picosecond regime by comparing simulations to real measurements [27] . The phase shifts described above are illustrated in Fig. 5a for a sub-500-fs pulse. These phase shifts are usually in the range of a few mrads. From the picosecond regime [27] , it is known that these phase changes induce an asymmetric behavior of the pulse duration as a function of the intra-cavity GDD. To explore this, we simulated the influence of GDD on the pulse duration using the parameters given in Table 1 . Additionally, we also varied the gain bandwidth ranging from 5 nm up to 40 nm with the results illustrated in Fig. 5b . For the picosecond experiment in [27] , it was essential to keep the wavelength stable. This was done using an intra-cavity etalon. As mentioned before, the gain bandwidth is realized by a filter function. Therefore, an etalon can be approximated by a small gain bandwidth of, for example, 5 nm, which is plotted in Fig. 5c (solid blue) . It shows clearly that femtosecond operation is suppressed, and the influence of GDD is slightly asymmetric for the given GDD range. Compared to the study in [27] , this influence is small, but the GDD range in this study was also much larger (±2 9 10 4 fs 2 ). Nevertheless, in this small range of ±1,000 fs 2 , it is obvious that slightly positive dispersion leads to shorter pulses in the picosecond regime, while negative dispersion increases the pulse duration drastically. By increasing the gain bandwidth, femtosecond pulses can be obtained. For example, at a gain bandwidth of 25 nm, which corresponds to the gain bandwidth of our structures [28] , even sub-300fs pulses are obtained from our simulations. However, the c spectral width, d the pulse energy, and e the peak power varied \0.5 % within the last 3,000 roundtrips (red lines). Starting from an initial 1-ps-pulse (blue lines) shortens the calculation time but delivers the same result as started from noise influence of GDD is very strong, and it is very important to have a small and positive dispersion in the cavity. Small negative dispersion values of \ -200 fs 2 already lead to picosecond pulses. With an increased bandwidth of 40 nm, pulses as short as 238 fs are predicted by the model. Our model predicts a strong influence of GDD on the pulse formation process and that precise dispersion control is even more important in the femtosecond regime.
Linewidth enhancement factor
The phase changes of an ultrafast VECSEL as illustrated in Fig. 5a are given by Eq. 3. We usually assume the LEF a g = 3 for the gain and a a = 2 for the absorber and that they are constant while the pulse passes through. It is difficult to reliably measure values under the same condition as in modelocked operation, since the LEF for the gain and the absorber are wavelength and carrier dependent. It has been reported that different measurement methods can also lead to different values, especially for QD layers [43] . Hence, due to this lack of exact values, it is worthwhile to investigate the influence of the different LEFs on the pulse duration. A simulation in Fig. 6 shows that these LEFs are quite uncritical for a broad range of values for a g and a a , regarding the pulse duration ( Fig. 6a ) as well as the output power (Fig. 6b ). In theory, changes of the LEF during the interaction of the pulse with the gain medium have been reported [44] . Simulations with a nonconstant LEF have been already done, still showing the soliton-like modelocking behavior [26] . This can be explained because the changes of the LEFs are similar for the gain and the absorber and since the resulting phase shifts are opposite to each other, the total phase shift is not influenced that much.
In spite of those uncertainties, we report on very good quantitative agreement of the simulations compared to recent experimental results in Sect. 4, even with the assumption of a constant LEF.
Experimental verification
In our model, almost all input parameters are experimentally measurable. While the parameters of the SESAM, like modulation depth, saturation fluence, fast and slow recovery time can be measured accurately for many years now, experimental parameters for the gain were not available until very recently [28] . Without knowing all important parameters in detail, the simulations only allowed us to investigate the principles of the pulse forming mechanism but no quantitative predictions in femtosecond operation. An important improvement of our simulation model was the accurate measurement of these gain parameters. In contrast to previously assumed saturation fluences of 160 lJ/cm 2 for the gain, we measured 30 lJ/cm 2 to 80 lJ/cm 2 for our structures. The gain bandwidth and the gain saturation almost complete the gain parameters, which we implemented in our model as described above in Sect. 2.2.
The simulations of Fig. 5b show a strong influence of GDD on the pulse duration. We already realized both QW-and QD-VECSEL structures with a low-dispersion top coating leading to femtosecond operation [22, 31] . Up to that point, the dispersion of the SESAM was negligible compared to the one of the VECSEL gain structure. Because of this, we designed a new QW-SESAM using the same low-dispersion top coating as reported in [22] . The SESAM consists of one low-temperature grown InGaAs QW-layer embedded in AlAs, which resulted in a fast recovery time of 430 fs. With this new SESAM in combination with a QD-VECSEL (same as in [22] ), we were able to obtain 364-fs pulses with an average output power of 70 mW and a repetition rate of 3.97 GHz (see Fig. 7 ). The cavity was a simple v-shaped cavity (Fig. 1a , consisting of the QW-SESAM, the QD-VECSEL, and output coupler. Using a radius of curvature of 200 mm for the output coupler results in a cavity configuration for which the laser mode radius on the gain structure and the SESAM was 120 lm. The corresponding SESAM and gain characterization measurements as well as the cavity parameters are summarized in Table 1 . We calculated the intra-cavity dispersion to be slightly positive of about 50 fs 2 . To our knowledge, this is the shortest pulse duration ever reached in 1:1 modelocking and the shortest pulse duration using a QD-VECSEL. Using exactly the same values given in Table 1 , we were able to reproduce this result with our model numerically. Table 2 shows a comparison between experimental results and numerical simulations. There is impressive quantitative agreement for all of the key pulse parameters (pulse duration, output power, and spectral bandwidth). Furthermore, we are now able to reproduce a recently published femtosecond QW-VECSEL result, where the repetition rate was tuned over a range from 6.5 to 11.3 GHz [31] . In this large range of repetition rates, the pulse duration, as well as the average output power, remained nearly constant (Fig. 8 markers) . This corresponds to significant pulse energy changes of about a factor of 2. The parameters given in [31] are summarized in Table 3 and were used to reproduce this result numerically ( Fig. 8 solid lines) . The wavelength in the experiment Fig. 6 Influence of the linewidth enhancement factor (LEF) on the pulse duration (a) and the output power (b). There is a band in which the influence of the LEF is uncritical for both pulse duration and output power. In the white area, the pulses were not stable shifted slightly from 963.8 nm at 6.5 GHz to 964.1 nm at 11.3 GHz. The GDD from the VECSEL structure is constant in this spectral range, due to the low-dispersion top coating. Based on calculations on the wavelength-dependent GDD from the design of the used SESAM structure, we implemented a 100 fs 2 GDD shift from 300 to 200 fs 2 within the mentioned spectral range. We obtained an excellent agreement with our experimental results for the pulse duration and the observed output power, as can be seen in Fig. 8 .
The successful numerical reproduction of the 364-fs result as well as the experiment with the tunable repetition rates regarding the pulse duration and the observed output power is a quantitative verification of our numerical model in the femtosecond regime, which also confirms the soliton-like pulse shaping mechanism.
Toward sub-300-fs high-power VECSELs
Since our numerical model was experimentally confirmed in the femtosecond regime, we have a simple but powerful tool to investigate further pulse shortening and power scaling techniques. Thus, we investigated the impact of different parameters of the gain chip and the SESAM. Base parameters for all the following simulations are the ones we used to reproduce the 364-fs result given in Table 1 . There are of course many different experimental scenarios, especially regarding the cavity geometry; however, we focused on the macroscopic parameters of the VECSEL and the SESAM. In all the simulations, we assumed 1:1 modelocking (same beam waist on VECSEL and SESAM) which was the case in our latest result and also because it would also be suitable for a femtosecond MIXSEL design. The goal is to provide a guideline for new VECSEL and SESAM designs to achieve high-power few-100-fs operation.
Gain parameters
We measured saturation fluences in the range of 30-80 lJ/cm 2 for our gain structures. These are lower values than we expected, which were in the order of 160 lJ. While previous simulations mainly focused on the minimal achievable pulse duration in the picosecond regime, these new values even enabled us to predict the output power. It is therefore worthwhile to investigate the influence of these gain parameters, namely small-signal gain and saturation fluence. Figure 9a shows a simulation of the dependence of the pulse duration on these two gain parameters. The same simulation is shown in Fig. 9b for the average output power. The effect of higher saturation fluence is illustrated in Fig. 9c where the pulse duration (blue) and the output power (red) are shown for constant small-signal gain values of 5 % (solid) and 85 % (dashed), corresponding to the horizontal colored lines in Fig. 9a, b . Please note that reaching the same small-signal gain for higher saturation fluence requires larger pump intensities. It is evident that the output power increases linearly with the saturation fluence, whereas the pulse duration decreases. Of course a higher small-signal gain at a given beam size and saturation fluence also increases the output power. As a conclusion of these simulations, it is important for new designs to exhibit a higher saturation fluence to obtain a higher output power and shorter pulses. This can be done, for example, by placing the active QWs not in the antinodes of the standing wave pattern of the electric field, but somewhere in between or by lowering the field enhancement in the gain structure. This approach decreases the small-signal gain, but can be compensated by increasing the number of QWs. In this way, a saturation fluence above 100 lJ/cm 2 combined with 5-8 % small-signal gain should be feasible. The influence of the gain bandwidth was already discussed in Sect. 3, and in Fig. 5b , it can bee seen that further increasing does not lower the pulse duration substantially.
SESAM parameters
In most of our experimental results, we used absorbers with very small saturation fluences (&5 lJ/cm 2 ). One would expect that increasing the saturation fluence will lead to higher output power while the pulse duration remains stable. Therefore, we investigated the influence of the saturation fluence and the modulation depth of the SESAM on the pulse duration and the output power, which is shown in Fig. 10 . Since no rollover [45] is implemented in the model, we took care, that in all cases, the saturation parameter did not exceed 20 [46] . This clearly shows that the shortest pulses can be realized by a SESAM with low saturation fluence (below 5 lJ/cm 2 ) and a high modulation depth. Regarding the output power, it is somehow a tradeoff, since a higher modulation depth causes lower output powers (Fig. 10b ).
In the investigations of the recovery dynamics, we observed that the pulse duration is only minimally affected by the fast recovery time of the SESAM as it is illustrated in Fig. 11 . This is somehow similar to the soliton modelocking mechanism where the recovery time of the SESAM also plays a minor role. Furthermore, we found that in our model, the slow recombination time does not affect the Fig. 9 Simulation on the influence of the saturation fluence and the small-signal gain on a the pulse duration and b the average output power. c Pulse duration (blue) and output power (red) for a fixed small-signal gain of 5 % (solid) and 8 % (dashed). The red points on both graphs show the corresponding parameters for the 364-fs result Fig. 10 Influence of the saturation fluence and the modulation depth of the SESAM on a the pulse duration and b the average output power. The shortest pulse can be realized with a low saturation fluence and a high modulation depth. It is a trade-off, since a high modulation depth decreases the output power. The red points on both graphs show the corresponding parameters for the 364-fs result pulse duration at all as long as the amplitude A of the slow recovery time constant, as introduced in Eq. 5, is below 50-60 %. If the amplitude is higher, the pulse formation is usually found to be unstable.
To summarize, for new SESAM design, it is important to have a low saturation fluence combined with a high modulation depth. In theory, the recovery dynamics seem to play a minor role. However, for all of our femtosecond results, it turned out that a fast SESAM is still necessary, which is contradictory to the simulations. All of these SESAMs had a fast recovery time constant below 1 ps. But the amplitude of the slow recovery time constant was always \50 %. This is in good agreement with our simulations, which predict instabilities in the pulse forming for an amplitude of more than 50-60 %.
Cavity parameters
For modelocking, it is important to have a net gain window, which means that the SESAM has to saturate faster than the VECSEL. Figure 12 shows the simulation of the interplay between the saturation fluence of the gain and the absorber regarding the pulse duration and the output power. Higher saturation fluences of the gain relax the requirements on a low saturation fluence of the SESAM (Fig. 12a) as discussed above. The output power, however, mainly depends on the saturation fluence of the gain at a given beam area and small-signal gain (Fig. 12b ).
High-power femtosecond VECSEL
Taking all the design guidelines presented above into account, we can design structures with the following parameters listed in Table 4 . Since the simulations do not take thermal effects and rollover [45] into account, simple power scaling by increasing the spot sizes leads to a quadratic increase in the output power. But this is also necessary to obtain power levels in the watt regime. In this simulation, we used slightly increased beam spots of 200 lm on the VECSEL and the SESAM, which are reasonable sizes and have been already demonstrated in modelocking, for example, in [21] . However, even larger spot sizes of more than 800 lm have been used at cw operation [47] , showing that there is still room for further power scaling.
With this design, the model predicts 200-fs pulses and an average output power of more than 1 W, which at a repetition rate of 2 GHz corresponds to 2.38 kW peak power. With this pulse duration and peak power, it should be feasible to generate a coherent supercontinuum, thereby enabling the development of VECSEL-based frequency comb technology.
Conclusion
We present a verified numerical model based on macroscopic measurable parameters. While the SESAM parameters are well-known, recent measurements of important Fig. 11 Influence of the fast recovery time and the amplitude of the slow recovery time constant A on the pulse duration. The pulse duration is only slightly affected, but a higher amplitude destabilizes the pulse formation (see ripples) Fig. 12 Influence of the saturation fluence of the gain and the SESAM on a the pulse duration and b the average output power. A higher saturation fluence of the gain relaxes the demand for a low saturation fluence regarding short pulse durations, whereas the output power is mainly influenced by the saturation fluence of the gain. The red points on both graphs show the corresponding parameters for the 364-fs result Experimentally verified pulse formation model 143 gain parameters like small-signal gain and saturation fluence almost completed the missing parameters for our model. The recombination time of the gain is assumed to be in the nanosecond range, but ongoing work to measure also this parameter is in progress. In the picosecond regime, a soliton-like pulse formation was experimentally approved, and the femtosecond regime had not been explored and verified yet. Our extensive simulations show that soliton-like pulse shaping is also dominant in this regime and that dispersion management is even more important. We verified this experimentally using a QD-VECSEL modelocked by a fast QW-VECSEL, where both devices had a low-dispersion top coating, resulting in an intra-cavity GDD of about 50 fs 2 . We achieved pulse durations as short as 364 fs with an average output power of 70 mW. We obtained excellent agreement with this result and verified also the observed output power for the first time. Furthermore, a recent experiment, where the repetition rate of a modelocked femtosecond VECSEL was tuned continuously over a wide range of repetition rates, corresponding to significant pulse energy changes, was numerically reproduced. These results quantitatively verify our numerical model in the femtosecond regime and also confirm the soliton-like pulse shaping. With these results, we have a powerful tool to provide a guideline for new VECSEL and SESAM designs to get few 100-fs pulses with output powers in the Watt level (in 1:1 modelocking). We show that for the gain, it is important to increase the saturation fluence and the small-signal gain to achieve higher output powers and shorter pulses. For the SESAM, it is crucial to have low saturation fluence combined with a relatively high modulation depth, to get short pulses. Taking all of these considerations into account, we designed a VECSEL which, based on our model, should yield 200-fs pulses and an average output power exceeding 1 W. Linewidth enhancement factor a 3 2
Small-signal gain g ss 8 -
FWHM gain bandwidth (nm) 30 -
